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Abstract  Keywords 

The aim of this study was to investigate relations between the 

factors related to Turkish students’ reading abilities and the factors 

related to facilities that both students and families had, according 

to PISA 2009 results. The main reason that researchers do not 

employ canonical correlation analysis to determine relationship 

between the variables is that interpreting the results are difficult 

and complex. By calculating unique and common variance 

associated with variables in each variable sets, canonical 

commonality analysis helps to determine accurately degree of 

multicollinearity between the variables, suppressor variable (if 

there is) and related importance of variables in a canonical model. 

Thus, it helps researcher make more accurate and reliable 

interpretation. In this study, predictor variable set consists of 

factors related to facilities that students and family had and 

criterion variable set consists of factors related to students’ reading 

abilities.  Relationship between variable sets were investigated 

with canonical commonality analysis. As a result, predictor and 

criterion variable sets explained 31.7% of variance in students’ 

academic success. In addition, according to commonality analysis, 

utilizing information technologies while preparing homework variable 

was a suppressor and there was a great multicollinearity between 

facilities that students had at home and socio-economic status of families 

variables. 
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Introduction 

Education has a crucial role in the development of human resources, along with the individual's 

well-being and a better quality of life related to these facilities (Battle and Lewis, 2002). For educators, 

students’ quality of performance has first priority for educators. This means to make changes at local, 

regional, national and international levels. International large-scale tests like PISA and TIMMS are used 

to reveal differences at the local, regional, national and international levels. 

PISA Projects focus on 15 year-old students‘ reading, math and science abilities in OECD 

countries. İn addition, these projects aim to determine to what extend these students benefit from the 

skills that they obtained at the end of compulsory education.  PISA not only tries to determine whether 

students use the skills learned in school environment, but also tries to determine whether students apply 
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this skills within and outside of the school, and make prediction about unknown condition based on 

knowledge obtained in the school (MOE, 2007). 

 For each term (three-year intervals), PISA projects   emphasize on only one of the main areas 

of reading, math and science literacy fields, as well as the other two fields are included in the scope of 

the evaluations. These three fields have been main concern once in a nine-year cycle. The project was 

based on reading literacy in 2000, while it was based on mathematical literacy in 2003 and science 

literacy in 2006. A new nine-year cycle began in 2009 and was focused on reading skills (PISA 2009 

National Preliminary Report, 2010). 

Educators and researchers were interested in exploring the factors that affect students’ 

performance and the quality of education for a long time. Unfortunately, the quality of education is not 

a simple task to define and measure.  The variability of quality criteria related to different perspectives 

of the stakeholders in this area increases the complexity of this process (Parra, 2006; Blevins, 2009). 

Variables that affect student achievement have been discussed under the different titles. These 

variables may be classified as variables within school and outside of school. These factors also can be 

grouped as student factors, family factors, school factors, and peer factors (Crosno, Johnson and Elder, 2004).  

Perelman and Santa (2011) examined factors such as students’ opportunities, peer groups, 

personal characteristics and school characteristics that affect educational outcomes using data from 

PISA 2003. As a result, factors mentioned above and the student's school choice explained majority of 

differences between the achievements of students. Bender, Steel and Seferoğlu (2011) compared the 

results of PISA 2003 and 2009; and indicated that the main reason behind observed small increment was 

related to   changes made in the educational system, the adoption of the constructivist approach and 

execution of the project relied on this approach. 

According to literature review, studies that aimed to investigate the factors influencing 

students' reading achievement based on the PISA results varied in terms of methods adopted and the 

factors examined. Indeed, Shelley and Lightning (2013) investigated the factors that affected 

transformation of knowledge in the field of reading, science and mathematics based on PISA 2009 data 

set. It was found that students' mathematics and science achievement was a significant predictor of 

reading achievement. In addition, socio-economic and regional variables had a significant impact on 

the reading skills of students. 

Perry and McConney (2013) studied the impact of school’s socio-economic status on the 

student's math and reading achievement based on PISA 2006 data set and compared the results of   

Australia and Canada with respect to this factors. According to the results, the school's average socio-

economic status had greater impact on math and reading skills compared to the impact of socio-

economic status of students on math and reading skills. Indeed, different studies showed that beyond 

the students’ socio-economic status, the schools’ socio-economic status were positively related to 

educational outcomes (Palardy, 2008; Perry and McConney, 2010a, 2010b; Rumberg and Palardy, 2005; 

Southworth, 2010; Sui-Chu and Willms, 1996). 

Chiu and McBride-Chang (2006) conducted a study to determine the factors that influenced 

students' reading skills and compared 43 different countries based on reading performance and the 

factors that affected reading performance of each country. Results of this study indicated that the factors 

such as family's socio-economic status, socio-economic status of the families of peers, number of books 

in a school and enjoying reading books variables showed a positive correlation with reading 

achievement.  
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Lee and Wu (2012) studied the relationship between reading printed texts and online electronic 

texts from the perspective of individual differences using information and communication technology   

(ICT) in a partial mediation model. For this purpose, they used the PISA 2009 data with 297,295 fifteen-

year-old students across 42 countries. They found that availability of ICT at home was negatively 

associated with students’ reading abilities. 

Gürsakal (2012) conducted a study on determining the factors affecting students’ math and 

science literacy and reading skills based on the results of PISA 2009. As a result,   students 'reading 

achievement varied in terms of variables such as gender, school starting age, parents' education levels. 

Apart from the studies mentioned above, different studies examined the factors affecting 

students’ academic achievement and evaluated the performance of Turkey based on   PISA results. 

(Alacacı & Erbas, 2010; Anil, 2009; Aypay, 2010; Iron & Sword, 2010; iron, Sword, & Unal, 2010, 2010b; 

Dincer & Uysal, 2010; Grisay & Monseur, 2007; Silver & Atalmıs, 2011; Beautiful & Berberoğlu, 2005; 

Beauties & Akin, 2011; Ovayol the & Kutlu, 2011; Unal & Anchor, 2009; Ziya Dogan, & Kelecioglu  , 

2010; Gürsakal, 2012). 

In this study, in the light of information given above, factors affecting students’ achievement 

were classified into two dimensions based on PISA 2009 results as “variables related to students’ reading 

skills” and “variables related to facilities of students and families”.  Among the factors that assumed to affect 

students’ achievement, the predictor variable set (variables related to facilities of  students and families) 

consisted of facilities that students had at home (FACILITIES), socio-economic status’ of the families (SES) and  

utilizing information technologies while preparing homework (INFO-TECH) variables, while the criterion 

variable set (variables related to students’ reading skills) consisted of  students’ reading  scores (READING 

SCORE) and self-confidence of students while doing the senior task (SELF-CONFIDENCE) variables. The 

relationship between these variable sets was examined by canonical correlation and commonality analysis. 

Earlier studies that examined the factors affecting student achievement and reading skills did 

not take into account the interaction effect of these variables. However, ignoring the interaction of 

variables affects the reliability and validity of results. Therefore, in this study, the relationship between 

the variables related to students' reading skills and the variables that affect the reading skills; and   

unique and common effects of each factor in the model were examined by commonality analysis. 

Purpose of Study 

The aim of this study was to investigate relations between the factors related to Turkish 

students’ reading abilities and the factors related to facilities that both students and families had based 

on PISA 2009 results by means of canonical commonality analysis. Since there has been few studies 

which aimed to discover the relationship between variable sets that are related to students’ academic 

achievement in literature, it is assumed that this study would contribute the area of study. 

This study was restricted with examining the factors that affect fifteen-year-old Turkish 

students’ reading abilities according to PISA 2009 results. Definitely, there are many factors affecting 

students’ reading abilities. Some of these factors were determined based on questionnaires in PISA 2009.  

Therefore, in this study, predictor variables were restricted with facilities that students had at home, socio-

economic status of the families and utilizing information technologies while preparing homework. On the other 

hand, criterion variables were restricted with students’ reading scores and self-confidence of students while 

doing the senior task variables. The students’ math and science achievements and the factors that assumed 

to have effect on these factors in PISA 2009 were not included in the analysis.  

In this study, it was assumed that all variables identified in PISA 2009 reflected the students’ 

real time condition accurately. In addition, it was assumed that the tests and questionnaires applied in 

PISA 2009 managed to reveal students’ reading abilities and self-confidence accurately. 
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Research Questions 

In this study, the main goal was to determine the relationship between the predictor variable 

set which consisted of factors related to families and students’ facilities and the criterion variable set 

which consisted of factors related to students’ reading skills. Thus, the research questions were as 

follows: 

1. What is the canonical correlation results of the model which was constructed with factors 

related to students’ academic achievement? 

2. What is the unique and common effect of factors related to families and students’ facilities 

at home on factors related to students’ reading abilities? 

3. How do unique and common variance of factors affecting students’ academic achievement 

differ based on commonality analysis?  

4. What is the relative importance of factors within the predictor and criterion variable sets 

that consisted of variables related to students’ academic achievement? 

5. What is the most suitable model that can explain the relationship between the factors related 

to families and students’ facilities at home and the factors related to students’ reading 

abilities? 

Method 

Research Model  

The model of this study was casual comparative research; since it aimed to investigate the 

relationship between the factors related to Turkish students’ reading abilities which constituted the 

criterion variable set, and the factors related to facilities that both students and families had at home 

which constituted the predictor variable set based on PISA 2009 results by means of canonical 

commonality analysis. 

Study Group 

In this study, PISA 2009 Turkey data set was used in which 4,496 Turkish students from 15 year-

old age group participated. Assumptions of canonical correlation analysis were checked before 

conducting the analysis. At the stage of checking the assumptions, two outliers related to SES variable, 

and seven outliers related to READING SCORE were excluded from the data set. In addition, 

mahallonobis distances related to variables in the model were calculated in order to determine 

multivariate outliers, and 85 multivariate outliers were excluded from the data set. As a result, the 

analysis was conducted on 4,902 participants of PISA 2009. 

Data Analysis 

In this study, SPSS 22 statistical software was used to calculate canonical correlation and 

commonality analysis (canonical commonality analysis). First of all, an SPSS syntax relevant to the 

model constructed was written in order to conduct the analysis. In addition, a macro file developed by 

Nimon (2010) was used to conduct commonality analysis. The syntax of canonical commonality analysis 

related to the model constructed was given as Appendix 1. At that point, it is assumed to be beneficial 

to give a more detailed information about canonical correlation and canonical commonality analysis.  

Canonical correlation analysis is a novel technique used to examine theoretical and empirical 

relationships between two variable sets that are assumed to be related to each other (Capraro & Capraro, 

2001). Allowing to analyze all variables simultaneously, canonical correlation analysis increases the 

validity of social science research and prevents Type I errors in univariate analysis (Thompson, 2000).  

 Canonical Commonality Analysis 

              Commonality analysis, which contributes to theory development, interpretation of research  

findings and interpretation of regression effect, has been applied in many  disciplines such as  social 

science research, education (e.g., Zientek & Thompson, 2006), counseling (e.g., Gill, Barrio Minton, & 

Myers, 2010), human resource development (c.f., Nimon, Gavrilova, & Roberts, 2010), behavioral 

science (e.g., Sorice& Conner, 2010; Nimon, 2010). 
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Commonality analysis helps researchers find out the contribution of each variable in a model by 

partitioning the explained variance into constituents (Zientek & Thompson, 2009). The contribution of 

each variable is determined by calculating how much of variance explained by variable itself (unique 

effect) and how much of variance explained by combination of other variables (common effect). 

Calculation of unique and common variance associated with each variable in commonality analysis was 

illustrated with a heuristic example in Figure 1. Let X1 and X2   be predictor variables, while X0   be canonic   

variable of criterion variable set. 

 
Figure 1. Venn Diagram of Unique (Y1, Y2) and Common Variance (Y12) Components. 

 Figure 1 displays the variance of X0 (R20.12) which is explained by X1 and X2. This explained 

variance (R20.12) consists of three components.  These components are: 

y1 = unique variance related to X1  

y2 = unique variance related to X2  

y12 = common variance related to X1 and X2 in R20.12.   

Where variance components are calculated by the formulas shown below; 

y1 = R20.12- R20.2    

y2 = R20.12- R20.1   

y12 = R20.1+ R20.2 - R20.12 

R20.1 and R20.2, represent the sum of unique and common variance related to X₁ and X₂ respectively.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, when the number of observed variables is equal to 2, commonality 

analysis (CA) yields two unique variances (y1, y2) and one common variance (y12). As the number of 

variables increases, so does the number of the variance components calculated by CA. When the number 

of observed variables is equal to 3 and 4, then CA partitions the explained variance into 7 and 15 

components respectively. 
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Results 

This study consisted of two stages. At the first stage, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was 

conducted in order to examine the relationship between the criterion variable set consisting of factors 

related to Turkish students’ reading abilities and the predictor variable set consisting of factors related 

to facilities that both students and families had at home, and the results of analyses were interpreted. 

Then, significant canonical functions were selected based on CCA results and canonical variable sets 

obtained by means of these functions. At the second stage, commonality analysis was conducted in 

order to determine unique and common variance associated with each variable in both predictor and 

criterion variable sets, degree of multicollinearity between variables and suppressor variables which 

inflate the variance of other variables. Moreover, CA was conducted to select the best model that could 

be constructed with variables affecting students ‘academic achievement. 

Results of Canonical Correlation Analyses  

Before conducting CCA, correlation coefficients related to variables within and between the 

predictor and criterion variable sets can be examined in order to get insight into the multicollinearity 

between the variables.                

Table 1.  Correlation Coefficients Related to Factors Affecting Students’ Academic Achievement 

 

Correlation Coefficients Related to 

Predictor variables 

  FACILITIES SES 

FACILITIES 1.00  

 SES .674  

 INFO-TECH .384 .305 

 

 

Correlation Coefficients Related to 

criterion variables 

  READING 

SCORE 

SELF-

CONFIDENCE 

 READING SCORE 1.00  

 SELF-CONFIDENCE .394 1.00 

 

 

Correlation Coefficients Related to 

variables between predictor and criterion 

variable set 

 READING 

SCORE 

SELF-

CONFIDENCE 

FACILITIES .397 .347 

SES .454 .308 

INFO-TECH -.034   .267 

Table 1 displays correlation coefficients related to variables within and between the predictor 

and criterion variable sets. According to Table 1, FACILITIES and SES variables yielded the highest 

correlation coefficients (0.674). It is more likely to have collinearity between variables when the observed 

correlation between variables are equal or higher than 0.90 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The correlation 

coefficient shown in Table 1 indicates that there was no multicollinearity between the variables. 

However, these results do not provide any information about the degree of multicollinearity between 

the variables. 

The number of canonical variable pairs and canonical correlations that can be calculated with 

CCA depends on the minimum number of variables in either the predictor or criterion variable set. In 

this study, the predictor variable set with variables related to students and families’ facilities includes 3 

variables, while the criterion variable set with variables related to students ‘reading skills includes two 

variables. Thus, 2 canonical functions and 2 canonical correlations were calculated as a result of CCA. 

When canonical correlations were examined, the first canonical correlation (Rc1) related to the first 

canonical variable set was 0.563, and variance explained by the first canonical variable set was equal to 

31.7 % (Rc12). On the other hand, the canonical correlation (Rc2) related to the other canonical variable set 

was 0.27 and the variance explained by the second canonical variable set was equal to 7.3 % (Rc22). 
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Table 2 presents Wilk’s lambda and  X2  test  statistics  and also significance values of these 

statistics    related to each canonical correlation pairs obtained from each variable sets. 

Table 2. Significance Test Results of Canonical Functions. 

 Wilk's Chi-SQ DF Sig. 

1. the first canonical function .633 2241.608 6.000 .000 

2. the second canonical function .927 372.106 2.000 .000 

 According to the results shown in Table 2, the chi square value of the first canonical correlation 

pair was X2sd=6= 2241.608, and it was statistically significant (p= 0.000 <0.01). Likewise, the chi square 

value of the second canonical correlation pair was X2sd=6= 372.106, and it was also statistically significant 

(p= 0.000 <0.01). However, canonical correlation less than .30 is considered to be too small to interpret. 

Since it implies that the canonical variable set explains less than 10% of variance, it is not meaningful to 

interpret it (Capraro & Capraro, 2001). Thus, the findings related to the second canonical variable set 

were not interpreted. As a result, it is assumed that the first canonical variable set explained the 

relationship between the predictor and criterion variable sets. 

 Standardized canonical coefficients are used as coefficients of each observed variables in 

canonical functions that gives the canonical variable sets. Table 3 displays the standardized canonical 

coefficients and canonical loadings related to each variable in the predictor and criterion variable sets. 

Table 3. Standardized Canonical Coefficients and Canonical Loadings Related to Each Variable 

 

 

Predictor  

variables 

 Standardized canonical 

coefficients 

Canonical  

loadings 

FACILITIES -.525 -.863 

SES -.636 -.918 

INFO-TECH  .236 -.160 

Criterion  

variables 

READING SCORE -.836 -.898 

SELF-CONFIDENCE -.444 -.561 

The equations of the canonical variables, the significance of which were tested above, 

constructed by means of standardized canonical coefficients. The first canonical variable pair named as 

U1 and V1 were calculated with standardized canonical coefficients given in Table 3   as follows: 

U1= -0.525*FACILITIES -0.636*SES+ 0.236*INFO-TECH 

V1= -0.836*READING SCORE – 0.444*SELF-CONFIDENCE,            

The other statistics that have to be interpreted are canonical loadings related to each observed 

variable within the predictor and criterion variable sets. Canonical loadings between canonical variables 

and observed variables are presented in Table 3.  Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) suggest that the 

correlation coefficients and canonical loadings greater than 0.30 can be interpreted, and scale direction 

of the loading matrix should be taken into account while interpreting the canonical variables. Therefore, 

these conditions were taken into account while interpreting the canonical loadings. 

The square of the canonical loadings of each variable gives the percentage of explained variance 

of the canonical variable belonging to the other variable set. Among the variables related to students’ 

and families’ facilities at home, FACILITIES (-.863) and SES (-.918) yielded large canonical loadings, 

while the INFO-TECH (-.160) yielded relatively small canonical loading. FACILITIES variable in 

predictor variable set explained 74.4% (-.8632) of variance in V1, while SES explained 84.2 % (-.9182) of 

variance in V1 which is the canonical variable associated with criterion variable set. The sum of the 

percentage of variance explained by these variables was larger than 100% which is an indicator of 

multicollinearity. However, this result does not provide information about the unique and common 

variance related to each variable. 
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Table 3 shows that the standardized canonical coefficient related to INFO-TECH was not equal 

to zero, and its canonical loading was relatively small. According to Pedhazur (1997), a variable serves 

as a suppressor variable, when it has a standardized canonical coefficient other than zero and a small 

canonical loading. However, this finding does not provide information about the degree of suppressor 

effect. 

Table 3 also displays the canonical loadings associated with each variable in the criterion 

variable set.  Among the variables related to students’ reading abilities, READING SCORE (-.898) and 

SELF-CONFIDENCE (-.561) yielded large canonical loadings with the first canonical variable set. 

READING SCORE variable in the predictor variable set explained 80.6 % (.8982) of variance in U1, while 

SELF-CONFIDENCE explained 31.4 % (-.5612) of variance in U1 which is the canonical variable 

associated with the predictor variable set. Once again, the sum of the percentage of variance explained 

by these variables was larger than 100% which is an indicator of multicollinearity. 

According to canonical correlation findings, the most important factor within the variable set 

related to the facilities that students and families had at home was the socio-economic status of families, 

and it was followed by students’ facilities at home and using information technologies while doing 

homework. Likewise, the most important factor within the variable set related to students’ reading 

abilities was the students’ reading score, followed by students’ self-confidence while taking part in 

senior tasks. Negative canonical loadings related to each factor within the predictor and criterion 

variable sets indicates that a decrease in a factor is highly related to the decrease in another factor. Thus, 

these negative values can be treated and interpreted as positive values. 

To conclude, students’ facilities at home and socio-economic status of families were highly 

correlated with students’ reading scores and students’ self-confidence while taking part in senior tasks. 

Therefore, as the facilities that students had at home and socio-economic status of families increased, so 

did the students’ reading score and self-confidence. In addition, it was found that utilizing information 

technologies while doing homework did not have significant effect on students’ reading skills. 

Results of Canonical Commonality Analysis  

Traditional CCA results are restricted with the interpretation of standardized canonical 

coefficients and canonical loadings. However, these findings does not provide enough information to 

uncover complex relationship between the variables in the model. Therefore, in this study, canonical 

commonality analysis was applied to the canonical variable set calculated by canonical functions. 

Findings of commonality analyses were displayed in Table 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. 

Table 4 displays unique and common variance components of the variables within the criterion 

variable set. Total variance in Table 4 presents the variance explained in canonical variable (U1) 

associated with students and families’ facilities variable set. 

Table 4.  Variance Components Associated with Canonical Variable (U1) of Predictor Variable Set 

 Variables Commonality 

coefficients (R2) 

Percentage 

(R2 %) 

Unique  

variance 

READING SCORE .217 68.53 

SELF-CONFIDENCE .061 19.33 

Common 

variance 

READING SCORE & 

SELF-CONFIDENCE 

.039 12.14 

 Total .317 100.00 
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Commonality coefficients represent the unique variance of each variable and common variance 

explained with combination of other variables. Moreover, each unique and common variance are 

divided by total variance explained by the model so that variance component can be expressed with 

percentages (
 𝑅𝑖2

Rc2
 𝑥100). Negative commonality coefficients related to variables implies that there is at 

least one predictor variable serving as suppressor variable, and this situation indicates that variables 

effect each other in a negative way (Pedhazur,1997). 

All the unique and common variances associated with each variable in Table 4 were positive. 

Since there appeared to be no negative commonality coefficients, it can be concluded that there were no 

suppressor variable in the criterion variable set. According to the unique and common variance 

percentages  presented in Table 4, the unique variance related to READING SCORE had  the largest 

percentage(68.53%);  and it was followed by the unique variance related to SELF-CONFIDENCE 

(19,33%)  and common variance related to READING SCORE & SELF-CONFIDENCE (19.33%). Sum of 

commonality coefficients related to variables within criterion variable set was 0,317 which was equal to 

total variance explained by the model (Rc2). 

Table 5 displays the unique and common variance components of the variables within the 

criterion variable set. Total variance in Table 5 presents the total variance explained in canonical variable 

(V1) associated with students’ reading skills variable set. 

Table 5. Variance Components Associated with Canonical Variable (V1) of Criterion Variable Set 

 Variables Commonality 

 coefficients (R2) 

Percentage 

(R2 %) 

Unique  

variance 

FACILITIES 0.045 14.017 

SES 0.070 22.121 

INFO-TECH 0.016 4.933 

Common 

variance 

FACILITIES & SES 0.195 61.465 

FACILITIES & INFO-TECH -0.010 -3.205 

SES & INFO-TECH -0.004 -1.296 

FACILITIES &SES & INFO-TECH 0.006 1.965 

Total  0.317 100.00 

 According to the unique and common variance percentages presented in Table 5, the common 

variance related to SES and FACILITIES had the largest explained variance percentage (61.5%); and it 

was followed by the unique variance related to SES (22.12%) and the unique variance related to 

FACILITIES (14.01%). Unlike the large common variance related to SES and FACILITIES, small unique 

variance related to each FACILITIES and SES variable indicated that there appeared to be a large 

multicollinearity between students’ facilities at home and families’ socio-economic status. In other 

words, 65% of variance related to students’ facilities at home and families’ socio-economic status were 

in common. Therefore, it can be concluded that using only one of these variables in a model that aims 

to explain students’ academic achievement, will provide more reliable results.  

 When the unique and common variance of INFO-TECH variable was examined, the unique 

variance of INFO-TECH was small and its common variances with FACILITIES and SES were negative. 

Normally, a variable cannot have a negative variance. As explained before, having negative common 

variances associated with variables indicates that there is at least one or more suppressor variables. In 

addition, in the presence of suppressor variable, unique variance of a variable can be greater than the 

total variance explained by this variable. The main reason behind this is negative variance components 

in the model. These findings imply that   INFO-TECH served as suppressor variable in the model. 
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When the INFO-TECH variable was excluded from the model, unique variance associated with 

FACILITIES decreased from 14.01% to 10.8%. Likewise, unique variance associated with SES decreased 

from 22.12 % to 20.82%. These results imply that the role of utilizing information technologies while doing 

homework in students’ facilities at home and socio-economic status of families had no significant effect on 

student reading abilities. In fact, the unique effect of students’ facilities at home and socio-economic 

status of families on students’ reading skills appeared to be larger than it really was, when INFO-TECH 

variable was added to the model with negative coefficients. Therefore, excluding the utilizing 

information technologies while doing homework variable will provide more accurate results.  

Table 6 shows the unique variance related to each variable, the common variance explained 

with other variables and the sum of unique and common variance related to each variables that gives 

total variance associated with each variable. It is another way of displaying the commonality analysis 

results. 

Table 6. Variance Components Related to Each Variable within Predictor and Criterion Variable Set 

                  V1 canonical variable                           U1 canonical variable 

Predictor 

variables 

Unique 

variance 

Common 

variance 

Total 

variance 

Criterion 

variables 

Unique 

variance 

Common 

variance 

Total 

variance 

FACILITIES 0.045 0.191 0.236 
READING 

SCORE 
.217 .039 .256 

SES 0.070 0.197 0.267 
SELF-

CONFIDENCE 
.061 .039 .100 

INFO-TECH 0.016 -0.008 0.008     

Table 6 shows that the unique variance associated with FACILITIES was .045 and common 

variance explained by FACILITIES along with other variables was .191. The last column of Table 6 

represents the sum of unique and common variance related to each variables which is equal to total 

variance associated with  each variable  (Ri2= Ru2+ Rc2). Therefore, total variance related to FACILITIES 

was equal to Ri2= .236, and it was equal to sum of unique and common variance of FACILITIES 

(0.236=0.045+0.191). Likewise, the unique variance associated with READING SCORE variable in the 

criterion variable set was equal to .217 and common variance associated with READING SCORE and 

the other variables within the criterion variable set was .039. Therefore, total variance related to 

READING SCORE was equal to Ri2= .256, which was equal to sum of unique and common variance 

related to it (0.256=0.217+0.039). 

One of the most important aspect of commonality analysis which differs this method from the 

other methods is that it provides  R2 values of all possible sub-models that can be constructed with the 

variables within the predictor and criterion variable set which aims to predict canonical variables 

calculated by CCA. The main goal is to decide on the best variables that predict the canonical variable 

associated with the other variable set. Therefore, these findings help researcher decide on the variables 

and the number of variables given the variable set by examining R2  values related to all possible models. 

Moreover, obtaining R2  values related to all possible sub-models with one analysis make this method 

more advantageous over the other methods. 

Table 7 provides explained variance values (R2) of all possible sub-models that can be 

constructed with the variable within the predictor variable set which aims to predict canonical variable 

(V1) calculated by CCA. 
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Table 7. R2 Values of All Possible Sub-Models Related to Predictor Variable Set 

Predictor variables  K R2 

FACILITIES 1 0.235 

SES 1 0.267 

INFO-TECH 1 0.007 

FACILITIES & SES 2 0.301 

FACILITIES & INFO-TECH 2 0.247 

SES & INFO-TECH 2 0.273 

FACILITIES & SES & INFO-TECH 3 0.317 

Table 7 presents the R2 value of the model constructed with only SES variable, and it was equal 

to 0.267 which could be considered quiet large. When the predictor variable set  consisted of FACILITIES 

and SES, explained variance associated with this model increased to 0.302 which was substantially close 

to the explained variance of the model including all three variables in the model ( for K=3, R2=0.317). 

When INFO-TECH was excluded from the model, the reduction in the explained variance was equal to 

0.016 and relatively small (0.317 – 0.301=0.016). These findings imply that utilizing information 

technologies while preparing homework did not make significant contribution to the prediction of students’ 

reading scores, and therefore could be excluded from predictor variable set. In addition, the small 

unique variance related to utilizing information technologies while preparing homework variable also 

supported this finding. 

Table 8 provides explained variance values (R2) of all possible sub-models that can be 

constructed with the variable within the criterion variable set which aims to predict canonical variable 

(U1) calculated by CCA. 

Table 8. R2 Values of All Possible Sub-Models Related to Criterion Variable Set 

Predictor variables  K R2 

READING SCORE 1 .256 

SELF-CONFIDENCE 1 .099 

READING SCORE & SELF-CONFIDENCE 2 .317 

Table 8 shows that the R2 value (explained variance) of the model constructed with only 

READING SCORE variable, and it was equal to 0.256 which could be considered quiet large. The 

explained variance associated with this model increased to 0.317, when the predictor variable set 

consisted of READING SCORE and SELF-CONFIDENCE. Thus, one can infer from these findings that 

students’ reading score and students’ self-confidence while performing senior tasks factors increased 

the prediction power of the canonical variable (U1) that represents the predictor variable set consisted 

of factors related to students’ and families facilities. 

Tablo 9. The Results of Canonical Commonality Analysis Associated with Model Constructed. 

variable β rs rs2 Unique 

variance 

Common  

variance 

Total  

variance 

READING SCORE -.836 -.898  .2174 .0385 .2560 

SELF-CONFIDENCE -.444 -.561  .0613 .0385 .0998 

Rc2   0.317    

FACILITIES -.525 -.863  0.045 0.191 0.236 

SES -.636 -.918  0.070 0.197 0.267 

INFO-TECH .236 -.160  0.016 -0.008 0.008 

(Not: β= standardized canonical coefficients, rs  =canonical loadings, rs2 = explained variance) 
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Table 9 presents the results of both canonical correlation and commonality analysis together. 

According to some research, tabulation of findings in this format assumed to be more informative 

(Nimon, 2010).  In addition to canonical correlation analysis findings, Table 9 also presents unique 

variance, common variance and total variance that is sum of unique and common variance associated 

with each variable. Moreover, it gives the percentage of each variable’s variance in the total variance 

explained by the model. 

Conclusion and Discussion  

In this study, among the factors affecting students’ academic achievement, relationship between 

the predictor variable set that consisted of factors related to students’ and families’ facilities at home 

and the criterion variable set that consisted of factors related to students’ reading abilities was examined 

by canonical commonality analysis. 

According to CCA results, the most important factor within the predictor variable set was socio-

economic status of families; and it was followed by students’ facilities at home and utilizing information 

technologies while performing senior tasks. Likewise, the most important factor within the criterion 

variable set appeared to be students’ reading score, and it was followed by self-confidence of students 

while performing senior tasks. Standardized canonical coefficients related to utilizing information 

technologies while preparing for homework variable had values other than zero and canonical loading 

of it was relatively small. According to Pedhazur (1997), a variable serves a suppressor variable, when 

it has a small canonical loading and a standardized canonical coefficient other than zero. 

According to CCA results, the students’ facilities at home and socio-economic status of families 

factors were highly correlated with students’ reading score and students’ self-confidence while 

performing senior tasks factors. Therefore, one can infer from the results that as the students’ facilities 

at home and socio-economic status of families increase, so do the students’ reading score and self-

confidence. Moreover, according to the commonality analyses results, the utilizing information 

technologies while preparing for homework variable served as suppressor variable and caused the predictive 

power of other predictor variables to appear higher than they really were. This results imply that the 

role of utilizing information technologies while preparing for homework within students’ facilities at 

home and socio-economic status of families did not have significant effect on students’ reading score. 

Moreover, the effect utilizing information technologies while preparing for homework variable should 

be controlled, while investigating relationship between the variables affection students’ reading 

abilities. 

According to CCA results, there appeared to be no collinearity between the variables, while 

commonality analysis indicated that there was a quite large amount of multicollinearity between the 

students’ facilities at home and socio-economic status of families variables (65%). In this case, selecting 

only one of these two variables in a model that aims to explain students’ academic achievement would 

yield more reliable and accurate results. In other words, in the presence of socio-economic status of families 

variable, facilities that students had at home variable could be excluded from the model. Chiu and McBride-

Chang (2006) also found that that socio-economic status of families had a positive correlation with 

students’ reading achievement along with other factors such as socio-economic status of the peers’ 

families, number of books in a school and enjoying reading books.  

Commonality analyses, conducted with variables affecting student reading performance, also 

gave R2 value of all possible sub-models that could be constructed with the variables in the predictor 

and criterion variable set in order to predict canonical variables (U1 and V₁) obtained from CCA. When 

the explained variance associated with each sub-models constructed with variables within the predictor 

variable set was examined, excluding the utilizing information technologies while preparing for homework 

variable caused a small reduction in the explained variance. Thus, the utilizing information technologies 

while preparing for homework variable can be excluded from the model, since it did not make a significant 

contribution to prediction of students’ reading performance.    Lee and Wu (2012) also found that using 
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information technologies was negatively correlated with students’ reading skills. The main reason 

behind this result could be the risk that students might browse inappropriate content (Wolak, Finkelhor, 

Mitchell, &Ybarra, 2008; Wolak, Mitchell, & Finkelhor, 2007) or addiction to the online games and 

gambling (Grüsser, Thalemann, & Griffiths, 2006; Wan & Chiou, 2006), when they had free access to 

ICT.  

As a result, only examining the standardized canonical coefficient in order to determine relative 

importance of variables in a model can lead to misinterpretation. To avoid this type of misinterpretation, 

CCA results should be reinforced with commonality analysis and the unique and common variance 

related to each variables should be taken into consideration. 

In this study, relationship between variables affecting students’ reading performance was 

investigated with canonical commonality analysis. Different factors and analysis methods can be used 

in order to uncover relationship between variables affecting students’ reading performance and 

students’ academic achievements. Moreover, different multivariate methods such as regression 

analysis, canonical correlation and variance analysis can be used together and results of this methods 

can be supported with commonality analysis results in the field of educational science. 

The relationship between online reading and reading skills, which is beyond the scope of this 

study, can be examined with different factors based on PISA data, since the usage of information and 

communication technologies in education increases year by year. In addition, it is suggested that the 

reason behind the negative and positive effects of information technologies on different fields in 

education should be studied in more detail. 
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Appendix-1 

SPSS Syntax of canonical correlation and canonical commonality analysis 

*  Canonical correlation.sps (canonical correlation macro)  

*commonality coefficients macro file http://profnimon.com/CommonalityCoefficients.sps Syntax 

* Copy data file to working directory. 

* Set to working directory. 

CD "C:\Users\Burhan\Desktop\son". 

* Get canonical correlation macro. 

INCLUDE "Canonical correlation.sps". 

* Get commonality coefficient macro. 

INCLUDE "CommonalityCoefficients.sps". 

* Get data file. 

GET FILE="PISAOZ.sav". 

* Run Canonical Correlation and create canonical variate scores. 

CANCORR SET1= FACILITIES, ses, INFO-TECH/ 

SET2=basari, ozguven / . 

* Save updated data file with canonical variate scores. 

SAVE OUTFILE= PISAOZa.sav/COMPRESSED. 

!cc dep=S1_CV1 

db = PISAOZ a.sav 

set= Predictor 

ind= basari ozguven. 

!cc dep=S2_CV1 

db = PISAOZ a.sav 

set= Criterion 

ind= FACILITIES ses INFO-TECH. 

* Commonality Data for Predictor Canonical Variate written to 

* PredictorCommonalityMatrix.sav and PredictorCCByVariable.sav. 

 


